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Abstract

Most empirical studies of interest rate pass-through have concentrated on the rela-
tionship between current retail rates, current wholesale rates and lagged terms in
these rates, individually, modelling dynamic adjustment around the one-period lag
of a linear long-run relationship. The implicit assumption is that the retail rate
has a unique contemporaneous relationship with a single, current wholesale rate
representing the cost of funds, and any dynamic adjustment is entirely backward
looking. This ignores any projection of rates that might be undertaken by banks,
and neglects a large amount of additional information. In this paper we argue that
such a model is inconsistent with the behaviour of financial intermediaries and it
lags behind best practice.

We make two extensions to the interest rate pass-through literature. First, we
allow explicitly for forward-looking behaviour in a simple theoretical model that
allows financial institutions seek to anticipate the direction of future rates and to
use these to determine whether to change retail rates. Unlike previous studies we
do not make the arbitrary assumption that rates can be costlessly reset after two
periods; rather we introduce a fixed cost of making a change in any period after
the price has been set – we argue this is more realistic for retail rate setting. This
introduces expectations of future wholesale rates into the present retail rate setting
decision. Second, we implement this forward-looking framework, allowing retail rates
to depend on forecasts of wholesale rates several months ahead as well as current
and past changes in wholesale and retail rates, by generating forecasts of wholesale
rates with relevant maturities at different horizons.

Once we allow for the possibility that current retail interest rates reflect past,
present and future wholesale rates, then the most appropriate forecasting method
for determining the expected future wholesale rates needs to be employed. We
forecast the wholesale rates determined in Euro-area and the UK markets using
combinations of autoregressive and dynamic factor models, where forecasts are based
on a range of information, including interest rates at various maturities, swap rates
and macroeconomic variables. We evaluate eleven forecasting models and choose
the superior forecasting model based on a minimum mean square forecast error
criterion for each wholesale rate, forecast horizon and country. Retail rates are then
linked to a wholesale rate using a maturity matching criterion and pass through is
evaluated. Our paper shows that longer maturity retail products like mortgages and
long-term loans to enterprises show greater evidence that financial intermediaries
anticipate future short-term interest rates than for shorter maturity products like
current account deposit rates.


